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1.  Outside on the Play Structure  
For this story, the top row of the rekenrek represents the play structure and the bottom row 
represents the sand. 
 
At playtime, some of the class went outside to play. Five students, Faris, Colin, Joshua, Xavier 
and Ivan ran to the play structure and climbed up to the top. 
{Move 5 beads over on the top row}  How many do we have on top? Altogether? 
 
After a few minutes, Colin, Joshua and Ivan climbed down and played in the sand. 
{Move 3 beads back on the top, and 3 beads over on the bottom}  How many do we have on 
top now? (2) How many on the bottom? (3) How many altogether? 
 
Three more students, Ellie, Isobel and William, climbed up onto the structure too. 
{Move 3 beads over on the top} Then Isobel slid down the side and joined her friends under 
the structure to play in the sand. {Move 1 bead back on the top, and 1 bead over on the 
bottom}  How many friends are playing on the structure? (4) How many are playing in the 
sand? (4) How many friends are outside altogether? (8) 
 
Isobel called Faris and Ellie and they slid down the slide and joined the others building sand 
castles in the sand. {Move two beads back on the top row, and two beads over on the bottom 
row} How many friends are playing on the structure now? (2)  How many are playing in the 
sand? (6) How many friends are outside altogether? (8) Which one has more/less? How do 
you know? 
 
The sun was so bright that the students at the top of the structure decided to join everyone 
else in the sand and build sand castles, so the two students left climbed down. {Move two 
beads back on the top, and two beads over on the bottom}  How many are on the structure 
now? (0) How many are playing in the sand? (8) How many friends altogether? (8) 
 
Then the bell rang and all the students ran to line up and go back inside. {Move all the beads 
back on the bottom row} 
 
2. Caterpillars  
 
In the spring, we had 8 caterpillars in our classroom, and we watched them change from 
caterpillars into chrysalids. Our 8 caterpillars had changed into 8 big, fat chrysalids hanging 
near the bottom of our butterfly house. Let’s use the bottom row of our rekenrek to represent 
the 8 chrysalids handing near the bottom of the house, and the top row of the rekenrek will 



represent the butterflies once they emerge. {Move eight beads over on the bottom row}  
 
Each morning we checked our butterfly house and saw the 8 chrysalids still hanging from the 
netting. One morning when we arrived in our classroom, we were surprised to find that there 
were only 6 fat chrysalids at the bottom of the house, and the other two looked empty. What 
had happened? “Look,” said Mark. “There are 2 butterflies on the netting at the top of the 
butterfly house!” Two of the chrysalids had opened and 2 butterflies had emerged. We were 
very excited! Let’s show how the 2 chrysalids at the bottom of the house opened, and now 2 
butterflies are flying at the top of the house. {Move two beads back on the bottom row, and two 
beads over on the top row}  How many chrysalids are left? How many butterflies are there? 
How many altogether? Which one has more/less? How do you know? 
 
Later that morning we watched as one of the chrysalids opened and another butterfly 
emerged. {Move one bead back on the bottom, and one bead over on the top}  How many 
chrysalids do we have at the bottom of the house now? And how many butterflies are at the 
top of the butterfly house? 
 
We said goodbye to our chrysalids and butterflies when we went to the gym for a special 
assembly. When we came back we went quickly to the butterfly house and do you know what 
had happened? There were now 6 butterflies on the netting at the top of the butterfly house. 
{Move three beads back on the bottom, and three beads over on the top}  How many butterflies 
came out of their chrysalid while we were in the gym? How do you know that? How many fat 
chrysalids are still at the bottom of the netting? 
 
By the end of the day, all the chrysalids had opened and we had 8 beautiful butterflies at the 
top of our butterfly house. {Move two beads back on the bottom, and two beads over on the 
top} How many  butterflies are at the top of the house? 
 
For the rest of the week we watched our butterflies eat nectar and fly around the butterfly 
house each day. On Friday, before we went home for the weekend, we took our butterfly house 
out to the yard. We opened the door to the house and watched the butterflies fly one by one 
out of the house and up into the sky. Let’s count them as they leave the top of the house – 1, 2, 
…. 8. {Move beads back one at a time, while counting} Goodbye, butterflies! 
 
3. Jungle Gym 
 
It was the first day of school and the students were excited to use the brand new jungle gym in 
their kindergarten yard. We are going to use the rekenrek to represent the 2 bars on the jungle 
gym. The top row is the upper bar of the jungle gym and the bottom bar is the lower bar of the 
jungle gym. 
 
First, Ahmed was sure he would be able to climb to the upper bar of the jungle gym and he 
did. {Move one bead over on the top row}. Then Mira and Cory decided they would try hanging 
from the lower bar. {Move two beads over on the bottom row)}  How many students are on the 



jungle gym? Which bar has more/less students? How do you know? 
 
Then, Kaitlyn, Samee and May climbed up to the top bar of the play structure. {Move three 
beads over on the top row}  How many students are hanging from the top bar now? How many 
students are hanging on the bottom bar? How many students are on the jungle gym 
altogether? Which bar has more/less students? How do you know? 
 
Then, Ahmed and Samee were getting tried and decided to climb down to the bottom bar of 
the jungle gym. {Move two beads back on the top bar then move two beads over on the bottom 
bar}.  How many students are on the top bar now? How many students are on the bottom bar of 
the jungle gym? Which bar has more/less students? 
 
The recess bell rang so the students all jumped off the jungle gym and ran to line up for lunch! 
{Move all beads back} The End 
 
 
4. Walking on the Beach 
One day, Susan was walking on the beach early one morning. Susan noticed a palm tree with 
10 coconuts. We are going to use the top row of the rekenrek represents to coconuts in the 
tree, and the bottom row represents the coconuts on the sand. {Move 10 beads over on the top 
row}  How many coconuts are in the tree? 

Susan was really hungry and thought that the coconuts looked like a delicious breakfast treat. 
She shook the tree and one coconut fell out of the tree. {Move 1 bead back on the top and 1 
bead over on the bottom}  How many coconuts are left in the tree? How many are on the sand? 
How many altogether? Which one has more/less? How do you know?  

It was a really small coconut so she shook the tree again, and this time two coconuts fell out. 
{Move 2 beads back on the top and 2 beads over on the bottom}  How many coconuts are left 
in the tree? How many are on the sand? How many altogether?  It's still 10, but the parts have 
changed! 

Once again, they were really small coconuts, so she decided to shake the tree again. This 
time, five coconuts fell out! {Move 5 beads back on the top and 5 beads over on the bottom} 
How many coconuts are left in the tree? How any are on the sand? Which has more/less? 

Susan decided that there were finally enough coconuts for her to eat, so she gathered all the 
fallen coconuts up and brought them back to eat. {Move 8 beads back on the bottom} The end. 

 
 
5. Metcalfe Fair 
 
The Metcalfe Fair had arrived once again and the Kindergarten/grade 1 class went off to watch 



the junior, 4H students from our school "show" their cows. Many of the student's were brothers 
and sisters from our class. In this story the top row of the rekenrek represents the students 
showing their cows in the ring and the bottom row represents the cows in the ring.  
 
We were all sitting in the stands when Emily entered first and began walking her cow around 
the ring. {Move one bead over on the bottom, and one bead over on the top}  How many people 
are in the ring? How many cows are in the ring? How many altogether?  
 
When Emily was half way around the ring, Hunter entered with his cow. {Move one bead over 
on the bottom, and one bead over on the top}  How many people are in the ring now? How 
many cows are in the ring now? How many are there altogether? Which has more, the top or 
the bottom? 
 
All of a sudden a cow enters the ring without it's owner! {Move one bead over on the bottom} 
How many people are in the ring? How many cows are in the ring? How many altogether? 
Which has more? How do you know? 
 
Two of the judges rush to help catch the cow plus Fred, who owns the cow. {Move three beads 
over on the top row}  How many people are in the ring? How many cows? How many 
altogether? Which has more/less? How do you know? 
 
After the judges helped Fred catch the cow, they leave the cow with Fred and exit the ring. 
{Move two beads back on the top}  How many people are in the ring? How many cows are in 
the ring? Which has more? How do you know? 
 
The judges award a first, second and third place ribbon to Emily, Hunter and Fred. Emily 
leaves the ring with her cow first, happily holding her ribbon. {Move one bead back on the top, 
and one bead back on the bottom}  How many people are in the ring? How many cows are in 
the ring? How many altogether?  
 
Hunter and Fred leave side by side with their cows after Emily. {Move two beads back on the 
top, and two beads back on the bottom}  How many are left in the ring? 
 
 
6. Apple Picking 
It was a sunny day in autumn when Alex and Sasha went apple picking with their parents. The 
sweet red apples in the orchard were ripe and Alex and Sasha were ready to get picking! 
Once they picked up their basket from the orchard gate, they went in search of the largest 
apple tree they could find.  
 
Right away, Alex spied ten apples hanging from a branch right over his head. The top row of 
the rekenrek represents the apples on a tree branch, and the bottom row of the rekenrek 
represents the apples in the basket. {Move ten beads over on the top row}.  How many apples 
are on the branch? How many are in the basket? 
 



Alex reached up and picked an apple and placed it in the basket on the ground {Move one 
bead back on the top row; move one bead over on the bottom row}.  How many apples are left 
on the branch? How many are in the basket? How many apples are there altogether? 
 
Sasha came to his side, and reached up to pick two apples at the same time, putting them in 
the basket. {Move beads accordingly}.  How many apples are now on the branch? How many 
are now in the basket? Which has more? How do you know? 
 
Next, Alex reached up and grabbed three apples all at once and put them in the basket. {Move 
beads accordingly}.  Now how many apples are on the branch? In the basket? Which has more 
apples? How do you know? How many apples are they altogether? 
 
All of a sudden, a large blackbird swooped over to the branch and gobbled up one of the 
apples right in front of the children! {Move one of the beads back on the top}.  How many 
apples are now left on the branch? And how many are in the basket? Which has more? How 
do you know? 
 
Sasha then reached up to grab two more apples, before another bird could come and get 
them! {Move beads accordingly}.  How many apples are now left on the branch? And how 
many are in the basket? Which has more? How do you know? 
 
Alex was about to pick the last apple, but then paused. He asked Sasha whether she thought 
they should pick the last apple, and she said, “No. Let’s leave it for another bird. They deserve 
to enjoy apples too.”  
 
Then Alex and Sasha picked up their basket and walked to meet their parents at the orchard 
gate. But before they left, they heard a happy bird call behind them. They turned to see the 
blackbird sitting on the branch, munching on the last apple and giving them a wink. {Move 
beads accordingly}. 
 
How many apples are now left on the branch? And how many are in the basket? Which has 
more? How do you know? 
 
THE END ☺ 
 
 
7. Turtles in the Pond  
 
One lovely, warm sunny day, there were some turtles in a pond. Some turtles liked to bask in 
the sunshine by getting on a log. The top row of the rekenrek will represent on top of the log, 
and the bottom row represents the water.  
 
The sun was shining brightly and 3 turtles climbed out of the pond to warm themselves on the 



log. {Move beads accordingly}   Two of their friends were busy eating algae as they swam 
under the log. {Move beads accordingly}  How many are on the log? How many are in the 
water? How many are there altogether? Which one has more/less?  
 
One of the turtles in the water became full, and climbed up onto the log. {Move beads 
accordingly} Some of the turtles decided that the log was too crowded and 2 plopped into the 
pond below. {Move beads accordingly}  How many are on the log? How many are in the 
water? How many altogether?  The sun became very hot, and the 2 turtles dove into the pond. 
{Move beads accordingly} Together, all the turtles swam away towards home. 
 
8. Asad and Saman's Special Eid Day 
 
It's Eid day today. Asad and Saman are very happy. Asad and Saman are dressed up in their 
traditional clothes called Shalwar Kameez.  
 
Saman and Asad along with their mother and father are going to visit their grandma and 
grandpa's house. They hop in their car. They are very excited to meet their grandma, grandpa, 
and other family members. On their way they pick up their cousin Rahim, who is very happy to 
see Asad and Saman.  
 
When they reach their grandparents' house they hug the, and say “Eid Mubarak” to them. Asad 
asks his grandma if he can eat their traditional sweet treat called “Mithai.” Asad's grandma 
puts ten pieces of mithai between two plates.  
 
We are going to use the rekenrek to represent the two plates. The top row of the rekenrek will 
be the first plate, and the bottom row of the rekenrek will be the second plate. The first plate is 
for Asad, Saman, and Rahim to share. The second plate is for Asad's mother and father to 
share. Asad's grandmother places five pieces of 'mithai' on each plate. {More five beads over 
on each row}  How many pieces of mithai are on the first plate? How many on the second 
plate? Which one has more/less?  
 
Asad, Saman, Rahim, each eat one piece of mithai. {Move three beads back on the top row} 
How many pieces of mithai are left on the first plate? How many are left on the second plate? 
How many pieces are left all together?  Then, Asad's mother and father each eat two pieces of 
mithai. {Move four beads back on the bottom row}  How many are left on the second plate 
now? How many pieces are left on the first plate? How many altogether? Which plate has 
more/less? How do you know?  
 
Then Asad, Saman, and Rahim went to have their second piece of mithai, but there wasn't 
enough! There were only two pieces left on their plate, but there were three people! Saman 
noticed that the parents' plate had one piece left. So Saman asked his father “We noticed that 
you have one piece of mithai left on your plate, and that you have already had two pieces 
each. We would like to have a second piece, but we don't have enough. Could we please 
have your last piece so that each of us may have one more?” Saman's father thought about it 
and said, “Since you wait the whole year to each this special sweet treat, absolutely, you may 
have our last piece.” {Move one bead back on the bottom, and one bead over on the top}  How 
many pieces are left on the second plate? How many are on the first plate?  



 
Asad, Saman, and Rahim were happy to be able to have a second piece of mithai. They 
enjoyed spending time with their family and sharing delicious food on this special Eid day. 
 
9. The Circus 
 
The circus came to town one blustery day in September. There were clowns, lion tamers, and 
of course there were tight rope walkers. At this circus there were two tight ropes. The top row 
of the rekenrek represents the top tight rope and the bottom row represents the bottom tight 
rope. 
 
First, 3 tight rope walkers crept out over the crowd and onto the top rope. {Move 3 beads over 
on the top row}  How many tight rope walkers are on the top rope? How many on the bottom? 
Which rope has more? How do you know? 
 
Next, 3 more tight rope walkers wobbled out on the bottom rope. {Move 3 beads over on the 
bottom row}  How many tight rope walkers on the top rope? How many on the bottom? Which 
rope has less? How do you know?  
 
All of a sudden a strong gust of wind blew one of the tight rope walkers off of the top rope, but 
thankfully she landed on the bottom rope. {Move one bead back on the top row, and one bead 
over on the bottom row}  How many tight rope walkers on the top rope? How many on the 
bottom rope? How many altogether?  It's still 6, but the parts have changed from 3 and 3 to 2 
and 4. 
 
At the end of the show all of the tight rope walkers pranced off the tight rope and went home to 
bed. {Move all the beads back} 
 
The End.  
 
10. Joe's Kitoochigan (accordian)  Inspired by 'Caribou Song' by Tomson Highway  
  
A young Cree boy named Joe was out with his family following the caribou. The family 
stopped on a plateau for a rest. We are going to use the top row of the rekenrek to represent 
the plateau, and the bottom row of the rekenrek to represent a valley below.  
 
While the family was resting on the plateau, Joe took out his kitoochigan (an accordion), and 
began to play. His brother, mother, and father came to join him and listen to his music. {Move 4 
beads on the top row}  How many are sitting on the plateau?  
 
Below in the valley, two caribou walked by and stopped to listen to the music. {Move 2 beads 
on the bottom row}  How many are are in the valley? How many are on the plateau? How many 
altogether? Are there more on the plateau or down in the valley? 
 
Three of the sled dogs wandered over to join the family on the plateau listening to Joe's music. 
{Move 3 beads on the top row}  How many are on the plateau now? How many altogether?  
 



Four more caribou wandered by in the valley and stopped to listen.  How many are in the 
valley? Are there more/less on the plateau or in the valley? How do you know? 
 
The three sled dogs wandered away, and three caribou wandered on to find a spot to graze. 
How many on the plateau are listening to Joe's music? How many in the valley are still 
listening? How many all together?  
 
Joe and his family were finished resting, Joe stopped playing, and packed up his kitoochigan. 
His family left the plateau. {Move all of the beads back on the top row} After Joe's family left, 
the last of the caribou wandered away. {Move the remaining beads back on the bottom row}  
 
The End.  
 
11.   Swimming at the Beech  
  
One day at the beach Grayson and Addison swam out to a floating dock. We are going to use 
the top row of the rekenrek to represent the floating dock, and the bottom row of the rekenrek to 
represent the water. Addison and Grayson climbed up onto the floating dock. {Move two beads 
on the top row}  
 
Floating by the dock there was a family of ducks. There was a mama duck and the two little 
ducklings. {Move three beads over on the bottom row}  How many people are on the dock? 
How many ducks/ducklings are in the water? How many altogether? Which one has 
more/less? How do you know?  
 
Next, mama duck swam to the side of the dock and jumped on top. {Move one bead back on 
the bottom, and one bead over on the top}  How many are on the dock now? How many are in 
the water? How many altogether?  It's still five, but the parts have changed!  
 
Then, the two ducklings climbed on the dock. {Move two beads back on the bottom, and two 
beads over on the top}  How many are on the dock now? How many in the water? How many 
altogether?  It's still five, but the parts have changed again!  
 
With little giggles, Grayson and Addison jumped in the water, along with mama duck and the 
two ducklings. {Move all the beads back on the top row, and five beads over on the bottom 
row}. And they all swam away. {Move all the beads back} The End.  
 
12. The Castle  
 
There once was a royal family who lived in a castle in France. There were two floors in this 
classroom. We are going to use the top row of the rekenrek to represent the top floor of the 
castle, and the bottom row of the rekenrek to represent the bottom floor. The dining room is on 
the bottom floor, and the bedrooms are on the top floor. The royal family consisted of the king, 
queen, the prince, and two princesses. The family eats a royal dinner downstairs in the dining 
room. {Move five beads over on the bottom}  How many are downstairs? How many are 
upstairs?  
 



The family ate so much that they began to feel very tired. The princesses and prince went 
upstairs to go to bed. {Move three beads back on the bottom and three beads over on the top} 
How many people are downstairs? How many people are upstairs? How many altogether?  It's 
still five, but the parts have changed!  
 
Then the king and queen decided to go to bed. {Move two beads back on the bottom, and two 
beads over on the top}  How many people are downstairs? How many are upstairs? How any 
altogether?  It's still five, but the parts have changed again!  
 
After sleeping for a few hours, the prince woke up and snuck downstairs for some ice cream. 
{Move one bead back on the top, and one bead over on the bottom}  How many are upstairs? 
How many are downstairs?  The prince again became very tired and went back to bed. {Move 
one bead back on the bottom, and one bead over on the top} 
 
The End.  
 
13. Skating 
  
One day, a group of 8 students decided to go skating at the rink beside the school. The top row 
of the rekenrek represents students that are skating on the ice, and the bottom row of the 
rekenrek represents students that are sitting on the bench off the ice. Once the students all had 
their helmets on and their skates tied, they started to skate. Some kids waited on the bench, 
and others got skating right away.  
 
First Joey, Awad, and Charlie set off skating on the ice. {Move three beads on the top} Anisa, 
Awan, Abdu, Hailey, and Sydney were sitting on the bench. {Move five beads on the bottom} 
How many are skating? How many are on the bench? How many altogether? 
 
Then Hayley and Sydney joined the skaters on the ice. {Move two beads back on the bottom, 
and two beads over on the top.}  How many are on skating on the ice now? How many are on 
the bench? How many altogether?  It's still 8, but the parts have changed! 
 
Next Anisa, Awan, and Abdu went skating on the ice, too. {Move three beads back on the 
bottom, and three beads over on the top}  How many are left on the bench? How many are 
skating on the ice? How many altogether?  It's still 8, but the parts have changed again! 
 
Later Joey, Awad, and Hailey got tired so they sat on the bench. {Move three beads back on 
the top, and three beads over on the bottom} 
 
Finally, everyone else got tired and returned to the bench. {Move all the beads back on the top, 
and five beads over on the bottom} The End.  
 
14. The Three Snow Bears  (companion to the story by Jan Brett) 
  
For this story, the top row of the rekenrek represents the sea, and the bottom row of the 
rekenrek represents the igloo. The characters of this story are Aloo-Ki, the dog team with three 
dogs, and the snow bear family of three.  



 
Alooki lost her dog time out on the sea ice. {Move three beads on the top row} 
 
The snow bear family woke up to eat inside their igloo. {Move three beads on the bottom row}  
 
The snow bear family left to go for a walk. {Move three beads back on the bottom} 
 
Alooki goes into the igloo. {Move one bead over on the bottom} 
 
Then the three bears go for a swim {Move three beads over on the top} 
 
Then the bears and the dog team return {Move six beads back on the top} 
 
The three bears return to their igloo. {Move three beads on the bottom} 
 
Then Alooki runs away. {Move one bead back on the bottom} 
 
Alooki and her dog team head out over the ice. {Move four over on the top} 
 
15. Worms on a Spring Morning  
  
It was a beautiful spring morning. The birds were singing and the sun was shining. 
Mama-worm and Papa-worm, brother-worm, and sister-worm were snug and cozy in the black 
dirt. The top row of the rekenrek represents on top of the ground, and the bottom row of the 
rekenrek represents in the dirt. {Move 4 beads over on the bottom row} 
 
Papa-worm called his uncle and grandma-worm, asking if they wanted to come over and 
watch “The Wiggles,” their favourite show. They said “Yes!” Uncle and grandma-worm came 
over and joined the family in the dirt. {Move 2 beads over on the bottom row}  How many are in 
the dirt? How many are on top of the ground? 
 
Just as their show was about to start, they sky began to get dark. Clouds rolled in. Rain began 
to fall front he clouds. 
 
Brother-worm said, “Hey Sister-Worm! Let’s go check out the rain!” He and sister went above 
ground to investigate. {Move beads accordingly}  How many are left in the dirt? How many are 
above ground? How many altogether? Which one has more/less? How do you now? 
 
After some time, Papa-worm and Mama-worm wanted to see what Brother- and Sister-worm 
were up to. They went above ground, too. {Move beads accordingly}  How many are still in the 
dirt? How many are above ground? How any altogether? 
 
A minute later, Papa-worm yelled down to uncle and grandma-worm. “Come see the beautiful 
rainbow!” So uncle-worm crawled out to see the spectacular colours, Grandma-worm was fast 
asleep, snoring away. She missed the rainbow and the rest of “The Wiggles." {Move beads 
accordingly}  How many are in the dirt? How many above ground? How many altogether? 
Because the rainbow was so beautiful out, the worms decided to stay outside and enjoy their 



time together as a family. The End. 
 
16. On the Stage 
  
Some friends decided to put on a show. The top row of the rekenrek represents the stage, and 
the bottom row of the rekenrek represents the audience. Holly, Preston, and Andrew were on 
the stage. {Move three beads over on the top} Serena, Bryce, and Connor were in the 
audience. {Move three beads over on the bottom}  How many are on the top row? How many 
are on the bottom row? How many are there altogether? Which row has more/less? How do 
you know?  
 
The kids on the stage are having so much fun that Connor got up and joined them on the 
stage. {Move one bead back on the bottom, and one bead over on the top}  How many are on 
the top? How many are on the bottom? How many are there altogether?  
 
Now, Bryce wants to perform so he get onto the stage, too. {Move one bead back on the 
bottom, and one bead over on the top}  How many are on the top now? How many altogether? 
It's still 6, but the parts have changed! 
 
Serena is lonely in the audience and thinks it would be more fun to be on the stage. So she 
got up and joined the performers. {Move one bead back on the bottom, and one bead over on 
the top}  How many are on the top now? How many are on the bottom? How many are there 
altogether?  
 
After the performance, all the kids took a bow and went to go have a snack. {Move all of the 
beads back} 
 
17. Superheroes 
  
Super heroes were flying around the classroom. They needed a place to hide from the villans 
who were trying to steal their magic powers. The top row of the rekenrek represents inside the 
superhero castle hideout, and the bottom row of the rekenrek represents outside the superhero 
hideout. Superhero [ insert the names of three students]  flew into the castle to hide from the 
villains, leaving [ insert the names of five students]  outside to challenge the villains. {Move 
three beads over on the top row, move five beads over on the bottom row}  How many 
superheroes are inside the castle? How many are outside? How many altogether? Are here 
more/less superheroes inside or outside of the castle? How do you know?  
 
Two of the superheroes from outside were loosing their powers so they needed to move inside 
the castle. {Move two beads back on the bottom, and two beads over on the top}  How many 
superheroes are inside the castle now? How many are outside? How many altogether?  It's 
still 8, but the parts have changed! 
 
Three of the superheroes from inside the castle that had all of their powers went outside to 
help the other superheroes. {Move three beads back on the top, and three beads over on the 
bottom}  How many are inside the castle now? How any are outside the castle? How many 
altogether? Which one has more/less? How do you know?  



 
Finally, after defeating all of the villains, all of the superheroes gathered outside of the castle to 
play a game of tag. {Move two beads back on the top, and two beads over on the bottom}  How 
many are inside the castle now? How many are outside?  
 
The End.  
 
 
18. Toy Cars  
 
Last week, the teacher put out some new toy cars for the children to play with at a table. The 
top row of the rekenrek represents the toy cars on the table, and the bottom row of the rekenrek 
represents the toy cars that end up on the floor. John pulled out 3 cars and rolled them across 
the table. {Move three beads over on the top row} Sarah came over and started playing with 2 
more toy cars. {Move two beads over on the top}  How many toy cars are on the table?   
 
Matthew joined them and pulled out 3 more cars. {Move three beads over on the top}  How 
many toy cars are on the table now?  But Matthew knocked the table by accident and 2 cars fell 
onto the floor. {Move two beads back on the top, and two beads over on the bottom}  How many 
are on the table? How many are on the floor? How many are there altogether?  
 
One of the cars rolled over to the teacher who picked it up off the floor and put it back on the 
table. {Move beads accordingly}  How many are on the table? How many on the floor? How 
many altogether? Which has more/less?  
 
John left to go play at the water table. When he left, 4 cars fell on the floor. {Move beads 
accordingly}  How many are on the table now? Are there more/less cars on the floor?  The 
teacher was worried that someone would slip and fall on the cars on the floor, so she asked 
John to come back and put all the cars back on the shelf. {Move five beads back on the 
bottom}  How many cars are left for Sarah and Matthew to play with?  
 
Sarah leaves the cars to go play at the water table with John and puts one car back on the 
shelf. {Move one bead back on the top row}  How many cars are left for Matthew to play with?  
Then, it was time to tidy up so Matthew put the remaining cars away. {Move the remaining 
beads back} 
 
  
 
19. Turtle Catching Fish 
 
For this story, the top row of the rekenrek represents on top of a log at the edge of a pond, and 
the bottom row of the rekenrek represents in the water. One spring day a turtle walked out onto 
a log at the edge of a pond looking for some fish to eat. {Move one bead over on the top row} 
 
In the pond there were five fish swimming around. {Move five beads over on the bottom}  How 
many are on the log? How many are in the water? How many altogether? Which one has 
more/less? How do you know? 



 
The turtle pulled one fish out of the water and placed it on the log. {Move one bead back on 
the bottom, move one bead over on the top}  How many fish are still in the water? How many 
are on the log? How many altogether? 
 
Next, the turtle caught two more fish and placed them on the log. {Move beads accordingly} 
How many are still in the water now? How many are on the log? How many altogether? 
 
The turtle caught two more fish and placed them on the log. {Move beads accordingly}  How 
many fish are left in the water? How many are on the log? How many altogether? 
 
The turtle then ate three fish. {Move three beads back on the top row}  How many turtle and fish 
are left on the log?  
 
Finally, turtle took two fish home. {Move all the beads back} The end. 
 
 
20. A Hallowe'en Story  
 
For this story, the top row of the rekenrek represents the number of Hallowe'en ghosts there 
are in the house, and the bottom row represents the number of Hallowe'en zombies there are 
in the house. It was a dark and stormy Hallowe’en night. James was upstairs eating his candy 
from trick-or-treating. Tanek was downstairs watching a Hallowe'en movie.  
 
Suddenly the windows blew open in James' room, and 3 Hallowe'en ghosts flew in! {Move 
three beads over on the top row} “Yikes!” James screamed, and ran downstairs. 
 
James was telling Tanek what happened when zoom! 4 zombies came in the front door. {Move 
four beads over on the bottom row}  How many ghosts are upstairs? How many zombies are 
downstairs? How many zombies and ghosts are there altogether? Are there more/less 
zombies or ghosts? How do you know? 
 
Tanek and James hurried upstairs where they scared the Hallowe'en ghosts away one by one. 
“Boo!” They said to the first ghost, and it disappeared. {Move one bead back on the top}  How 
many ghosts are left?  “Boo!” They said to the second ghost, and it disappeared. {Move one 
bead back on the top}  How many ghosts are left?  “Boo!” They said to the third ghost, and it 
disappeared. {Move one bead back on the top}  How many ghosts are there now? 
 
Tanek and James' dad finally came home, and asked the zombies if they were lost. Turns out 
they were lost! They were looking for their zombie grandma's house. Tanek and James' gave 
the zombies directions so they all left out the front door. {Move all the beads back on the 
bottom} 
 
21. Building a Tower  
 
For this story we were going to use the top row of the rekenrek to represent the blocks in a 
tower, and the bottom row of the rekenrek to represent the blocks that have fallen on the floor.  



 
John and Sarah decided to make the biggest tower EVER! Sarah stacked 3 blocks {Move 
three beads over on the top row}. John added 2 more big blocks. {Move two beads over on the 
top row}  How many blocks are part of the tower?  
 
Then, three blocks fell onto the floor. {Move three beads over on the bottom}  How many blocks 
are part of the tower? How many are on the floor? How many altogether? Are there more 
blocks in the tower, or on the floor? 
 
John got 2 more blocks out of the box and put them on the tower. {Move beads accordingly} 
But again, 3 fell on the floor. {Move beads accordingly}  How many blocks are in the tower? 
How many on the floor? 
 
John looked in the bucket again but… uh oh! No more blocks! Sarah picked up 4 from the floor 
and carefully stacked them. {Move beads accordingly}  How many blocks are in the tower 
now? How many are on the floor?  
 
John picked up the last 2 blocks off the floor and gently put them on the tower. {Move beads 
accordingly}  How many blocks are on the tower?  We did it! 7 blocks tall! Sarah and John 
jumped up and down… and the tower came tumbling down. {Move seven beads back on the 
top, and seven beads over on the bottom}  
 
Time to clean up! Sarah put 4 blocks away and John put 3 blocks away. {Move four beads 
back on the bottom, and then three beads back on the bottom} 
 
 
22. A House in Sandy Hill 
 
In Ottawa, in Sandy Hill, there is a house made of 2 apartments, one on each storey. It is 
called s duplex . We are going to use the rekenrek to represent the duplex. The top row will be 
the apartment on the top floor and the bottom row represents the apartment on the bottom floor. 
 
In the top apartment lived the Morton family of 4 people: two mothers and their 2 children Sam, 
and Hugh. {Move four beads over on the top row} In the bottom apartment lived the Almasi 
family of 5 people: 1 mother, 1 dad and their 3 children Ibrahim, Aisha, and Al. {Move 5 beads 
over on the bottom row}  How many people live in the top apartment? How many in the bottom 
apartment? How many in total? 
 
The children often like to play together. On Monday, Sam went downstairs to play. {Move one 
bead back on the top and one bead over on the bottom}  How many people at the bottom now? 
In which apartment are there more people? How do you know? 
 
She went back home at the end of the day. {Move beads accordingly} 
 
One Tuesday, Aisha and Ali went upstairs to play. {Move beads accordingly}  How many 
people now in the top apartment? 
 



But it got too noisy so Hugh decided to go downstairs to visit Ibrahim. {Move beads 
accordingly}  How many people now on top and at the bottom?  At 7pm, they all went back to 
their apartment. {Move beads accordingly} 
 
On Wednesday, they were all too busy and did not have a play date. 
 
On Thursday, Sam Hugh and one of their mothers went downstairs to pay their neighbours a 
visit. {Move beads accordingly}  How many people in the top apartment? How many in the 
bottom apartment? How many in total? 
 
They all went home at supper time. {Move beads accordingly} 
 
On Friday, the Almasi family went to Montreal for the weekend and the Morton family went 
camping to the Algonquin Park. {Move all the beads back} 
 
 
23.  Pirate Ship  
 
For this story we're going to use the rekenrek to represent a pirate ship out at sea. The top row 
is the plank of the pirate ship, and bottom row is the sea. 
 
The pirate ship was sailing on the sea. The pirates were very lazy and the captain asked them 
to scrub the deck. They refused. The captain ordered 5 pirates to walk the plank. {Move five 
beads over on the top row}  How many are on the plant? How many are in the sea?  
 
Two pirates jumped off the plank into the sea. {Move two beads back on the top row, and two 
beads over on the bottom row}  How many are on the plank? How many are in the sea? Which 
one has more/less? How do you know?  
 
One pirate finally agreed to scrub the deck, and moved off the plank. {Move one bead back on 
the top row}  How many are left on the plank? How many are in the sea? How many in total?  
 
The captain gave the order for the pirates to scrub the deck once more. Two of the pirates on 
the plank still refused to do their job. So two pirates walked the plank and jumped into the sea. 
{Move beads accordingly}  How many pirates on left on the plank? How many are in the sea? 
Which has more/less? How do you know? 
 
The pirates on the ship waved goodbye to the four pirates in the sea. The four pirates swam to 
a deserted island. {Move all the beads back} The End. 
 


